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The spread of AI-embedded systems involved in human decision making makes studying human trust in these systems critical. However, empirically investigating trust is challenging. One reason is the lack of standard protocols to design trust experiments. In this paper, we present a survey of existing methods to empirically investigate trust in AI-assisted decision making and analyse the corpus along the constitutive elements of an experimental protocol. We find that the definition of trust is not commonly integrated in experimental protocols, which can lead to findings that are overclaimed or are hard to interpret and compare across studies. Drawing from empirical practices in social and cognitive studies on human-human trust, we provide practical guidelines to improve the methodology of studying Human-AI trust in decision-making contexts. In addition, we bring forward research opportunities of two types: one focusing on further investigation regarding trust methodologies and the other on factors that impact Human-AI trust.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has acquired a critical role in assisting humans in making sensitive decisions with uncertain outcomes such as hiring [83], treatment assignment [82], or criminal investigation processes [212], to name a few. In such situations, humans make decisions based on their own expertise and on recommendations provided by an AI-based algorithm (e.g. data-driven models, knowledge-based models, etc.), which we call AI-assisted decision-making. On the one hand, AI-assisted decision making has been shown to improve medical assistance [135, 205], reduce costs of public and business services, and enhance security. On the other hand, it may also lead to compromising safety and health of individuals, discrimination, and harming human dignity [36, 164]. Building a collaborative partnership between human deciders and AI-embedded systems is therefore a challenge and most critically relies on trust from the users towards the systems [94].

Designing trustworthy AI has been reported by international institutions (European Commission [36], G20 [63]) and governments (USA [15, 159], Estonia [213], or France [222]) have highlighted the need for considering trust in the design of AI. In private sectors, companies such as AXA [64], Accenture [199] or KPMG [108] are also taking this path of research in order to foster trust
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by going beyond system’s accuracy, promoting privacy, security, algorithm accountability and transparency. Thus, designing and ensuring trustworthy AI has raised interest in HCI. For instance, previous work has looked at what factors influence users’ trust and how [26, 183, 248], how trust is established and developed [3, 167, 245], and how it can be modeled [2, 105]. However, trust remains a highly challenging theoretical concept to study due to its multidisciplinary and multifaceted nature [119, 129]. To address this, the literature does not yet provide guidelines that support the empirical study of human trust in AI-based decision support systems.

In this article, we focus on how to assess that trust exists between human-users and AI-embedded systems in decision making. Therefore, we are interested in questions such as: Which measures can be used to measure trust? What kind of task should be given to users to correctly measure trust? How to include the key elements of trust in an experimental protocol? To tackle them, we present a comprehensive survey of the experimental methodologies set to investigate trust in AI-assisted decision making. Through this literature review, we aim to identify good practices in the current theoretical and experimental approaches, as well as potential caveats, allowing us to draw guidelines and research opportunities in the experimental study of trust in AI-assisted decision making.

Our three main findings are 1) the three theoretical elements of trust, vulnerability, positive expectations, and attitude are not fully integrated in the reviewed papers’ experimental protocols and qualitative measurements. There is therefore a risk that some empirical studies capture constructs other than trust; 2) a large variability among the designs and measurements used to assess trust which can impair validity and replicability; and 3) the challenge of investigating the dynamics of trust considering the constraints of laboratory experiments and the applicability of existing methods.

Based on these findings, we propose a set of 16 guidelines to help researchers in the design of experimental protocols that would prevent the identified caveats in the study of trust in the specific context of AI-assisted decision making. In complement to guidelines, we identify 9 research opportunities regarding the elaboration of practical methods to studying trust and its dynamics in laboratory experiments or the investigation of relevant factors (e.g. individual differences, task outcomes) on Human-AI trust.

Our main contributions are:

1. An exhaustive presentation of the variety and complexity of the methods to study Human-AI trust in the decision making context;
2. A structured discussion of the current Human-AI trust protocols highlighting flaws in methodologies with a stronger link to the Human-Human Trust community;
3. A set of guidelines and research opportunities to improve research quality in Human-AI Trust, highlighting the need for a greater empirical rigor in the community.

2 RESEARCH IN HUMAN-AI INTERACTION

The notion of trust in the fields of CSCW and HCI is transverse to several research lines of inquiry. In this section, we describe how the systematic review presented further on in this article, contributes to three lines of inquiry in the Human-AI literature: empirical research on trust in AI, Human-AI guidelines, and multidisciplinary constructs in AI (including explainable and interpretable AI).

2.1 Empirical Research on Trust in AI

Many empirical studies (e.g., [10, 80, 86, 116, 241]) investigate the impact of factors related to user, system and task on trust while interacting with an AI. For instance, [241] explores the impact of stated and actual system accuracy on users’ trust, and [56] studies how experts and novices of
the given task react to Machine Learning recommendations. Recently, Glikson and Woolley [72] reviewed, synthesised and discussed these empirical findings. While their focus was on factors that affect users’ trust, they also remarked the need to address the great variance of measures used to study trust in AI. The authors urged to refer to other disciplines in an effort to improve the current research methodology on trust in AI with human subjects. Our work does so by drawing from social and cognitive sciences, and henceforth, opens a cross-disciplinary dialogue about the practices suitable for studying trust. Our main focus is, thus, investigating how to study trust rather than factors that affect trust. Readers can refer to [72] for a general overview of the latter, to [32] for a review of advances in visualization techniques related to trust, and to [31] for a discussion of the role of explainable AI in the context of trust.

2.2 Human-AI Guidelines

An increasing number of Human-AI guidelines provide both high and low level suggestions on how to build systems that users can trust. They focus on different aspects such as transparency [146, 158, 162, 218], understandability [204, 218] or explainability [157]. Trust plays an important role in these guidelines. For instance, a recent review [98] states that at least 30% of the ethical guidelines for AI name trust as one of the main ethical principles. Amershi et al. [6] present guidelines to help in designing and evaluating AI-embedded systems that users can trust and work with efficiently. A framework for building trust in AI proposed by Accenture [199] names Human Centered Design as one of the main tools to instill trust in users.

These Human-AI guidelines are often built on practitioners’ experience and existing empirical literature. While trust is often mentioned, it is challenging to assess how exactly and which of the recommendations might contribute to users’ trust development. The future Human-AI Guidelines can benefit from our review through further understanding of trust and through being able to assess rigorousness of the empirical studies their guidelines are based on.

2.3 Multidisciplinary Constructs in AI

Working on Human-AI Interaction (HAI) requires to manipulate several multidisciplinary and complex theoretical constructs such as fairness [151], explainability [224], interpretability [70] or trust. Loose use of definitions and conflicting terminology, inherent to multidisciplinary terms, cause misunderstandings in the community. Consequently, multiple projects have been developed with the aim of disentangling these constructs in the HAI community by providing more theoretical foundations. For instance, Mulligan et al. [151] examine fairness from the perspectives of various fields from law to computer science and create a heuristic tool for more structured interdisciplinary discussions and research collaborations around fairness. Wang et al. [224] examine explainability as another construct which usually lacks thorough comprehension. Leveraging research on human reasoning and biases, they identify gaps in the existing Explainable AI techniques and propose and validate new ways to facilitate decision-making with AI explanations. Gilpin et al. [70] discuss the theoretical differences between interpretability and explainability when interacting with an AI.

Our work contributes to the line of research of multidisciplinary constructs in Human-AI Interaction in two ways. First, we examine trust and its main theoretical components, and this construct has not been the major focus of this line of research yet. Second, we go beyond theoretical notions of trust and explore how current empirical practices of studying trust in Human-AI Interaction can be improved though drawing from other sciences.

3 SYSTEMATIC REVIEW METHODOLOGY

We propose a systematic review of previous research in Human-AI trust literature in order to understand how human trust has been empirically investigated in AI-assisted decision-making. In
this section, we describe the method used to perform the systematic review. It encompasses three phases: keywords identification, and 2 steps of papers selection (see Figure 1).

**3.1 Keywords Identification**

We first conducted an explanatory search to identify the search keywords. In the ACM Digital Library, we searched for papers likely to include an empirical study about human trust in an AI-embedded system, where participants have to make a decision. For that, we required the abstract to include either artificial intelligence or machine learning together with either trust or decision. The full text should have included either trust or reliance with participant to filter out purely theoretical, technological or modelling papers.

This exploratory search produced 386 results\(^1\). Out of them, we chose 48 relevant papers (using the same selection procedure as for the final selection of the papers, see Paper Selection) to identify the most reoccurring and relevant venues, which are CHI, IUI, and HRI. To find new keywords to be included in our final research string, we manually reviewed every publication in all of their proceedings from 2005 to 2020\(^2\) (8108 papers in total) to find additional relevant papers.

This step resulted in 17 more relevant papers, and from their abstracts we identified additional keywords used to describe the systems (e.g., algorithm, agent). We had iterated different combinations of the keywords up until the moment all papers, deemed relevant in the exploratory step, appeared among the search results of ACM Digital Library. The final search string is the following:

\[\text{("Abstract": "artificial intelligence" OR " ML " OR " AI " OR "machine learning" OR "systems" OR agent OR algorithm* OR automat*) AND ("Abstract": trust OR decision* OR user*)) AND ("Full Text Only": "trust" AND "participants")}\]

---

\(^1\)This phase was conducted in April 2020. We set no time restriction, the earliest papers found dated 2005. Such year range coincides with the recent rise of interest in Human-AI research [76]

\(^2\)This phase was conducted in April 2020
3.2 Selection Criteria
The refined search led to 5026 papers, and we manually selected the relevant ones for our scope based on five criteria:

1. **Trust.** A paper to be selected should have results discussing Human-AI trust. If there are no results on trust reported in the paper or if there are results on Human-Human trust instead of Human-AI trust, the paper is not included.

2. **Experiments with human participants.** We excluded all the papers that did not have an experiment (e.g., theoretical, guidelines). We also excluded the papers that ran experiments without human participants, for instance, experiments using simulated cognitive models.

3. **AI technology.** We considered the papers involving AI technologies. As AI is a broad term, this criterion was an important selection challenge. To address it, we followed the methodology presented in [72] and included the following systems if a paper did not explicitly mention the system is AI-embedded: robots, virtual agents, and automated vehicles.

4. **Human decision making.** There is a full spectrum of ways in which humans and machines can collaborate to make a final decision with uncertain outcomes, from AI-assisted human decision making (human-centered) to AI system assisted by a human (machine-centered). A paper would be deemed relevant if it is a participant who makes the final decision(s) based on the system’s output(s). For example, a hiring system could suggest to accept candidate A, but it is up to a user to take the final decision.

5. **Format.** We included only full papers, so that all the reviewed papers could contain similar level of details about a study. Therefore, posters, late-breaking works, workshops etc., were excluded. We also excluded papers in a language we could not read.

3.3 Papers Selection
The paper selection consisted of two steps, both manual. In the first one, we focused on papers’ formats and their abstracts. We excluded 2570 papers due to their format and 2202 papers due to the main goal of a study and type of system, which left us with 254 papers.

In the second selection step, the principal investigator read the full texts of these 254 papers. All the papers were read twice with a time gap of 2 weeks in a randomly reshuffled order without seeing the previous annotations during these weeks to ensure selection stability. 171 papers were deemed irrelevant because they did not have studies with human participants (n=73) or decision making (n = 66), they used irrelevant systems (n=13), did not focus on trust (n=15), or instead on Human-Human trust (n=4).

3.4 Corpus Overview
The final corpus consisted of 83 papers. We did a first analysis on the publication venues and the year of publication, depicted in Figure 2. It shows that 79 were published in the conference proceedings and 4 in journals. Papers published at CHI (n=16), IUI, and HRI (n=11 each) account for 45.7% of the selected corpus (Figure 2a). The other venues were centered around socio-technical systems (e.g., CSCW, FAccT), interfaces (e.g., AutomotiveUI, DPPI), and autonomous and intelligent agents (e.g., AAMAS, HAI). 66% of the corpus have been published in the past 5 years (see Figure 2b). Such a trend reflects the increasing number of publications in the venues as well as establishments of new venues (e.g., FAccT, HAI).

---

3 All the numbers reported are as of beginning of January 2021.
4 We found several keywords including automated decision aid (e.g., [91]), AI-based decision support system (e.g., [24]), intelligent assistant (e.g., [2]), intelligent agent (e.g., [214]), classifier (e.g., [237]), etc.
5 Henceforth, all reported percentages are rounded up to the nearest tenth.
Fig. 2. a) Number of the selected papers per publishing venue. b) Number of the selected papers per year from 2005 to 2021. Please note that the data for 2021 is incomplete since the data collection for this survey was conducted in the beginning of January 2021.

3.5 Corpus Analysis

3.5.1 Papers Annotation. To be able to analyze and discuss the information present in every empirical study in a structured and systematic way, we elaborated a grid of analysis of the corpus of papers. First, we extracted the definitions of trust used and their origins. Then, we extracted the information corresponding to each element of an experimental protocol:

- **Participants**: experience, expertise, and number;
- **Task**: the process of decision-making, task feedback and outcomes;
- **Procedure and experimental design** focusing on instructions and the order of questionnaires;
- **Data collection methods and analysis**: types of measures used, how they are implemented and analyzed.

3.5.2 Papers Analysis. Once we annotated each paper based on the grid above, we identified similarities in the methods used in each section and grouped them. This resulted in a categorized and complete overview of methods used for studying trust in AI-embedded systems assisting human decisions. This allowed us to identify the common practices in the community and compare them to the ones of Human-Human trust research. To do so, principal investigator, with a background in social and cognitive sciences, relied on handbooks and reviews (e.g., [30, 69, 129]) to identify Human-Human trust community discussions on methodology, raised issues, and proposed solutions pertinent to each element of an experimental protocol. If the common practices between Human-AI trust and Human-Human trust differed or if no common trend was spotted for the former, we explained the limitations of the current approaches stemming from our corpus. Additionally, drawing from social and cognitive science literature on Human-Human trust, we provided guidelines (G) aiming at overcoming these methodological limitations. We also proposed research opportunities (RO) for investigating further trust factors and trust methodology in the context of AI-assisted decision making.

3.6 Review Structure and Summary

Each section of this review is dedicated to each element of an experimental protocol we used as an annotation grid for our corpus. We start each subsection with a categorized summary of
the methods used in the corpus, which we discuss in the light of social and cognitive sciences literature on Human-Human trust, highlighting strengths and limitations. Based on this, we provide guidelines and research opportunities stemming from our discussion. Table 1 reports a summary of the guidelines and research opportunities per section.

### 3.7 A Practical Example

We illustrate a case example to show how to apply our guidelines (and more generally this review) in practice. Consider designers who have been working on an AI-embedded system for college recruitment following principles of trustworthy AI and would like to evaluate users’ trust in it. First, thanks to Sections 4.1 and to Sections 4.2 of this review, they are familiarized with what trust is (G1). Using section 4.3, they can avoid confusing terminology in their literature review search and write-up (G2). Reminded that individual differences such as age, gender, cultural background can contribute to trust variance (G3, G4), designers make sure to explore this in their analysis (RO1). Additionally, Section 5.2 can bring attention of the system’s developers to the fact that college decisions might be made in group, rather than individually, (RO2) and to the fact that university using AI for candidates selection can affect indirect stakeholders - students (RO3). While developing an experimental protocol, designers are reminded that their participants have to have something at stake while doing the task (G7, G8), and Section 6.3.1 can provide multiple examples of how to do it. Designers also learn about the importance of the first impressions for participants’ trust formation (G9), and can find several examples of how to introduce the system in Section 7.1. From Section 7.3, they can understand that their study should allow for an interaction long enough to record multiple stages of trust development (G10). This would also encourage them to explore which trust measures are more suitable for this (RO7, RO8, RO9). Lastly, Section 8.1 will help developers select an appropriate trust questionnaire (G11) and remind them what questionnaire-related statistics should be reported (G12). Section 8.2 will familiarize them with other trust-related measures, which do not measure trust directly (G13). If developers decide to conduct qualitative studies with their participants Sections 9.2 and 9.3 will provide them with some examples of appropriate tools to run, analyze and report one (G15, G16).

In the following sections, we present the analysis of the reviewed papers and detail the guidelines and research opportunities mentioned above.

### 4 TRUST DEFINITIONS

In this section, we review existing definitions used in the Human-AI literature, highlighting the differences with the ones used in Human-Human trust literature. We identify the components of trust. We then suggest what should be considered while defining trust in a paper as it influences the choice of the experimental set-up and empirical methods to study it.

#### 4.1 Definitions in Human-AI Trust

Only 26.5% \((n = 22)\) papers of our corpus provide a definition of trust resulting in 11 different definitions. 50% of these definitions are adopted directly from the social sciences literature on Human-Human trust \([18, 138, 242]\) or adapted to Human-Machine trust, based on the grounds of social sciences \([51, 115, 116, 130]\)^6. Other papers provide definitions based on a review of existing definitions of trust in Human-Machine trust \([179]\) or propose their own based on Human-Machine and Human-Human trust definitions \([2]\). Finally, three definitions’ origins were not provided.

---

^6We consider \([116]\) and \([115]\) as one definition source, because both of them have the same first author and are almost identical.
Table 1. Summary of the main guidelines and research opportunities organized according to the constructive elements of an experimental protocol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sections</th>
<th>Guidelines</th>
<th>Research Opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definition Section 4</td>
<td>(G1) Provide a clear definition of trust</td>
<td>(RO1) Investigate individual differences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G2) Prevent any confusion between trust and related constructs</td>
<td>(RO2) Investigate how groups of users trust an AI-embedded system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants Section 5</td>
<td>(G3) Assess the expertise and prior experience of users</td>
<td>(RO3) Investigate how AI-embedded systems are perceived by indirectly impacted stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G4) Consider users’ self-confidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G5) Favour a higher number of participants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Section 6</td>
<td>(G6) Consider alternative interaction flows</td>
<td>(RO4) Investigate the impact of the interaction flows, as factors, on trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G7) Ensure to involve vulnerability</td>
<td>(RO5) Investigate the impact of delayed feedback on the dynamics of trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G8) Assess participants’ likeliness to exhibit realistic behaviors</td>
<td>(RO6) Investigate to what extent virtual outcomes might replace real ones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure and Design Section 7</td>
<td>(G9) Ensure to control initial participants’ expectations</td>
<td>(RO7) Investigate new methodologies to assess dynamic trust in practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative measures Section 8</td>
<td>(G10) Favour interactions over a long period of time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G11) Favour the use of well-established questionnaires that comprise the key elements of trust</td>
<td>(RO8) Investigate whether single-item questionnaires capture trust as well as other measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G12) Report psychometric statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G13) Use the term “trust-related behavioral measure” to avoid theoretical confusion</td>
<td>(RO9) Explore more fundamental correlates between physiological sensing and trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G14) Favour measures relative to the system’s precision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative measures Section 9</td>
<td>(G15) Increase empirical rigor when reporting on qualitative methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G16) Adopt under-used qualitative methods for studying trust</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We thus observe a variety of definitions in the few reviewed papers with definitions. Three of them are most reoccurring7 (appearing in 15 out of 22 papers; 68%):

1. “An attitude that an agent will achieve an individual’s goal in a situation characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability” [116] (n = 10, 45.5% of the 22 papers with definitions);
2. “The extent to which a user is confident in, and willing to act on the basis of, the recommendations, actions, and decisions of an artificially intelligent decision aid” [130] (adapted from [139]) (n = 3, 13.6%);
3. “The willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that party” [138] (n = 3, 13.6%).

4.2 Elements of Trust

By looking at the common terms in all the trust definitions in the corpus, we identify three most common types of phrases characterizing trust (summarized in Table 2). They mirror three key elements of trust which arise in economics, psychology, and sociology [192]: trust is linked to a situation of vulnerability and positive expectations, and is an attitude.

7See supplementary materials for the full list of trust definitions.
8It is not surprising as many definitions of our corpus rely on the one proposed by Mayer et al. [138], a slightly modified version of the most widely accepted trust definition in social sciences [52, 192]
All the reviewed definitions (11) define trust as an attitude, with one paper explicitly stating that it is an "unobservable variable" [235]. 8 definitions include phrases related to positive expectations [21, 51, 116, 130, 138, 179, 193, 242], but only 3 definitions [116, 138, 235] mention vulnerability. Vulnerability and positive expectations emerge from these definitions as they are the condition for trust to exist [90, 127], and the idea that trust is an attitude dictates how it should be investigated and measured.

To better illustrate these elements, let’s imagine a situation where a patient has a serious illness, and their doctor proposes a treatment. The patient is in a situation of vulnerability, the first key element of trust, as this situation involves uncertainty of the outcomes of a decision, with potential negative or undesirable consequences [90, 127]. For instance, following a treatment might just not work or might provoke severe side effects. Uncertainty might be due to the unpredictable nature of the world as well as the lack of human knowledge and capabilities [30]. However, it is necessary to distinguish two natures of uncertainty (sometimes referred as risk vs. ambiguity [104]): the possibility of outcomes can sometimes be estimated (e.g. the treatment has 30% of success with full...
recovery) or not (e.g. the percentage of success or the side effects of the treatment are not known). In this paper, the notion of vulnerability relates to both types of uncertainty. Without vulnerability, there is no need for trust to emerge [30, 66, 114, 160].

Similarly, trust will not emerge if the patient does not have positive expectations, the second key element, about the treatment the doctor assigned them. Even if the patient decides to follow it anyway, we cannot claim that the patient trusts the doctor [90, 127]. Trust has grounds to form only when one thinks that negative outcomes associated with trusting do not exist or are very unlikely [121].

The third key element is that trust does not systematically translate into a behavior. For example, the patient’s level of trust might not be sufficient enough to follow the doctor’s suggestion or the patient trusts the doctor’s suggestion enough, but, lacks financial resources to follow it. It is also possible to have actions without trust if the patient has no other option, but to follow the doctor’s suggestion. A socio-cognitive approach to defining trust suggests that trust is rather an attitude [30], i.e. a certain way of feeling about the object [16]. Trust then cannot always be fully observable to the third parties (unless clearly and objectively communicated in a verbal or written form), which has an important impact on the choice of the methods to study trust (see sections 8 and 9).

The definition of trust plays a role for an experimental set-up (vulnerability and positive expectations) and choice of trust measures (attitude). Therefore, the first guideline would be:

G1 Provide a clear definition of trust in a paper, which would guide researchers in their experimental protocol as well as readers in better understanding of the decisions behind it. In the rest of our paper, we rely on the Lee and See [116] definition when referring to trust: “An attitude that an agent will achieve an individual’s goal in a situation characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability.” We favour this definition as it comprises the three key elements of trust and is the most used definition in the corpus as well as in the Human-Automation literature. We note, however, that mentioning both “vulnerability” and “uncertainty” in this definition appears to be redundant since vulnerability already comprises uncertainty as explained above. On the other hand, it is the only definition in the corpus that explicitly highlights the notion of uncertainty as impossibility to estimate the likelihood of outcomes, which characterizes the general theme of the scenarios employed in our corpus - decision making with uncertain outcomes.

4.3 Constructs Related to Trust

The three elements presented above are constitutive to trust. Concealing one element leads to consider a different concept, yet related to trust. For instance, without an element of vulnerability in a situation, it would be more appropriate to consider confidence instead of trust [52, 128], which is the case in 3 definitions from the corpus [21, 130, 193]. Continuing with the previous example, let’s say the illness is not severe and the treatment is unlikely to have serious side effects. When the patient decides to follow the treatment without considering any alternatives and thinks that they will only be better off with it, this suggests that the patient is confident in the doctor’s suggestion. When there is more of vulnerability for the patient’s health, the patient might start looking into alternatives or into not accepting the treatment at all. If in the end they decide to follow the doctor’s suggestion despite potential serious side effects of the treatment, this suggests that the patient trusts this suggestion [128].

Without positive expectations, it is more appropriate to discuss distrust. This construct is often confounded with low levels of trust [141]. While there are some researchers who deem trust and distrust as the opposite ends of one construct [191], recently the community views them as two separate ones [120, 203]. This means that they can both reach high and low levels and exist simultaneously. Just like for trust, too much of distrust can be harmful as it can lead
to inability to identify correct recommendations. Only calibrated levels of trust and distrust are beneficial for decision-making as under this condition users are less likely to blindly follow incorrect recommendations and to override correct ones [141].

Sometimes trust is confounded with behaviors such as **reliance** and **compliance**. The former is defined as the decision to follow someone’s recommendation, and the latter as the decision to ask for a recommendation in the first place. As we have discussed before, trust does not always translate to a behavior, but there is definitely a relation between them [43, 44, 86, 88, 116, 145]. Figure 3 summarizes how these constructs are related to trust.

![Fig. 3. A simplified representation of some constructs related to trust and how they are connected with the key elements of trust.](image)

Finally, trust is also related to **perceived trustworthiness**. If the patient thinks that the doctor is trustworthy (e.g., has many diplomas, was recommended by someone), this does not mean the patient will trust them. Generally, perceived trustworthiness is not recommended to be used as a proxy for how much another person trusts the counterpart. In addition, having beliefs about the degree of someone’s trustworthiness does not involve any vulnerability, a key element of trust [68].

As these constructs are related to trust, they are sometimes used interchangeably, leading to a further theoretical entanglement between these related terms.

G2 To **prevent any confusion between trust and related constructs**, such as confidence, reliance, distrust, and trustworthiness, one should put particular care on the choice of terminology.

5 **PARTICIPANTS**

We now discuss elements related to the participants’ profiles and how they can impact trust formation and development.

5.1 **Experience and Expertise**

Prior Experience. Studies from the corpus generally involve participants with no prior experience with neither the considered AI-embedded system nor the task associated with it ($n = 49, 59\%$). Some experiments recruit participants with prior experience with the task at hand ($n = 25, 30.1\%$), for instance, with the expert domain or the AI-embedded system ($n = 6, 7.5\%$). Additionally, six papers provide a training session before the actual experiment. In these papers, expertise is either assessed by asking about their educational and professional backgrounds or by testing their knowledge on the topic.

Our past experiences drive our expectations [168, 211], and can affect the way we update our beliefs. For example, if the past experience with a system was negative, a participant is more...
likely to overreact to an error during an experiment, reconfirming their initial expectations [54]. Therefore, inquiring about participants’ prior experience can help in analysing the study’s data. It is thus recommended to:

**G3 Assess the expertise and prior experience of users** regarding both the AI-embedded systems and the task when running a study.

*Subjective expertise.* A small subset of papers (n = 10, 12%) also ask participants about how well they think they understand how to use the system or, in other words, measure their subjective expertise (also called self-confidence or self-efficacy [171]). Subjective expertise is how well participants think they can achieve their goal (e.g., solving a problem). Research suggests that people are generally overconfident in their abilities, which leads to biased judgement [124, 240] and in turn might affect trust-related perceptions and decisions [117].

It is believed that its magnitude depends on gender [13], age or culture [93]. In our corpus, only 3 studies consider these individual differences, but they do not link them to self-confidence. The first research opportunity would be:

**RO1 Investigate individual differences** related to self-confidence, gender, culture, and beyond to establish their precise impact on trust.

It is, therefore, important to:

**G4 Assess self-confidence, or subjective expertise,** of participants in studies on trust in AI-embedded systems alongside with other individual differences.

Subjective expertise can explain a variation in users’ trust as well as objective skills and knowledge, but it is not entirely clear yet why and how exactly in the context of decision making with AI-embedded systems.

### 5.2 Groups and Stakeholders

**Number of participants.** The average number of participants per study is 134 (SD = 259.9, median = 48), which is high in comparison with standard HCI experiments. Such a high number can be explained by the fact that some crowd-sourcing studies (n = 29, 33.7%) recruited very large number of participants (i.e., 1994, 757, and 1042 in [241]). Consequently, the average number of participants per crowd-sourcing study is 340 and is much higher than the one of the rest - 51. This could be an indicator that in the corpus, trust has been mostly studied by recruiting a large number of participants in order to compute quantitative correlates (see Section 8). It could also be due to the fact that studies related to social sciences and psychology are recommended to recruit a larger number of participants [23, 187]. As trust is a psychological construct, one should:

**G5 Favour higher numbers of participants** than in standard HCI experiments [28].

**Individual vs. group of participants.** The predominant trend in Human-AI trust with decision-making is to investigate trust of an individual (n = 81, 97.76%). However, a line of literature in social sciences suggests the importance of considering trust of a group (e.g., [46, 63, 92]). Indeed, group decisions with an AI-embedded system are part of real-life cases, especially in the medical field (e.g., [238]). Moreover, group decision-making and trust processes have been shown to be different from the individual ones [103]. For example, repairing trust has been found to be more difficult for groups than for individuals [103]. In our corpus, we found only two papers that investigate trust of a group with decision-making, and they look into groups of 2 users [201, 225]. Thus, there needs to be more research on:

**RO2 Investigating how groups of users trust an AI-embedded system** and collectively make a decision similarly to real-life scenarios involving several users.

Direct vs. indirect interaction. In most experiments ($n = 75, 93.75\%$), the participant has a role of the user directly interacting with the system. However, there are other stakeholders who do not interact with the system directly, yet can be impacted by the decisions made with AI-embedded systems, and it could be insightful to investigate their trust, too. For example, would patients still listen to the doctor if they had known beforehand the doctor is assisted by an AI for diagnosis assessment [35]? Would citizens be upset to the same extent about a new bus schedule if it had been created manually instead of with the help of an AI [95]?

Discussions around this type of trust, referred to as indirect trust, is predominately found in the research community of reputation systems, mostly with a purpose of software optimization [78]. In the reviewed corpus, we found that automated vehicles research starts to focus on studying trust of indirect stakeholders such as pedestrians, because they are also affected by the decisions of direct users [1, 87, 180]. Besides automated vehicles, the attitudes towards AI-embedded systems of stakeholders, who are affected by the decisions of direct users, is also explored with algorithms [22, 233]. This promising line of research should be further expanded by:

RO3 Investigating how AI-embedded systems are perceived by stakeholders indirectly impacted by the decisions made with the help of such systems in various contexts.

Fig. 4. A schematic representation of different types of decision making processes and behavioral measures associated with them (discussed further in Section 8.2). Dotted lines indicates that the step is optional. * indicates that the measure is possible only if optional steps are taken.

6 TASK

In this section, we examine different aspects to consider when elaborating a task, focusing on the process of decision-making and its outcomes.

6.1 Interaction flow in the Decision Making Process

We found a large variability in the process of making decision as illustrated in Figure 4. The most common and simplest pattern consists of presenting a recommendation and letting the participant follow, or not, this recommendation (case 1; $n = 46, 60.8\%$ of all the quantitative studies). This setup reflects, for instance, an autonomous system detecting a risk and suggesting an alternative way of working: the operator is then free to accept or reject this recommendation. An alternative process does not automatically provide a recommendation. It gives participants the choice of questing it if needed (case 2; $n = 6, 9.2\%$). This process reflects, for instance, when a person is free to choose their source of recommendations if any at all. It also has the advantage to study participants’ reliance on the system. These two processes can be combined as illustrated in Figure 4. After having provided
an initial recommendation, participants can ask for one or several recommendations or additional information (case 3, \( n = 3, 4.6\% \)). Asking for several recommendations is common in Human-Human trust [100, 106, 113]. For instance, asking the opinion of several doctors before deciding for a specific treatment. Finally, case 4 is interesting (\( n = 14, 21.5\% \)) because it is rare to get a recommendation after having made a decision in a real-world scenario. For example, in the 7 papers in our corpus that studied functioning prototypes, the recommendation was shown immediately, without a request from participants. The practicality of case 4 in experimental settings makes it possible, however, to compare the decision made before and after receiving a recommendation, and thus to capture the degree of participants’ compliance with the system.

The choice of an interaction flow affects what logs researchers can record related to participants’ decisions, how and if these decisions evolve. As a consequence, this choice also impacts what other measures researchers can calculate (right part of Figure 4, learn more about these measures in 8.2). Yet, usually studies in the corpus do not motivate their choice of the interaction flow. The only exceptions are the 14 papers that adopted case 4 to explore whether and when participants changed their decisions. In other cases, the link between an interaction flow and possible measures was not paid attention to. While developing a study, researchers should:

G6 Consider alternative interaction flows to derive measures related to trust (e.g. compliance, reliance, etc.) and highlight their variability with respect to the scenario at hand.

The choice of an interaction flow also changes the conditions under which recommendations appear: mandatory and immediate (case 1 and case 3), unique non-mandatory (case 2), and mandatory and non-immediate (case 4). It still remains unclear what impact this could have on participants’ trust as they would receive additional advice from the system under different circumstances. It would be, hence, interesting to:

RO4 Investigate the impact of the interaction flows, as factors, on trust and to study to which extent the findings might be generalized from one case to another.

6.2 Feedback

Once participants made a decision, they might receive feedback. In the majority of the cases, it is about participants’ performance, and rarely about the one of the system. It can be done through verbally stating that the participants’ decision was either correct or wrong (\( n = 30, 46\% \)) as well as through updating participants’ score based on the correctness of the decision (\( n = 5 \)). This means that participants can infer the accuracy of the recommendations indirectly depending on whether they followed one or not and whether the decision turned out to be correct or wrong. For example, a participant that did not follow a recommendation and was told that that their decision was wrong can infer that the recommendation was correct. In the case when participants get feedback only after several decisions usually in the form of the percentage of correct decisions (\( n = 3 \)), they could infer the general accuracy of the system’s recommendations, but would not be able to know which recommendations were correct or wrong. Rarely, direct feedback is given about the system’s accuracy such as number of errors the system made, updated after each mistake or percentage of correct recommendations after several decisions (\( n = 1 \) each). In this case, participants learn directly about the system’s accuracy and indirectly about their performance.

The feedback can be immediate (\( n = 39, 60\% \)) allowing participants to dynamically update their level of trust. For instance, you will immediately update your trust when you realize you followed a slower route with a lot of traffic due to AI’s recommendation. However, in many scenarios, feedback can only be received after some delay, e.g. the consequence of the choice of a medical treatment. In our corpus, only 7.6% of the studies provide feedback after a block of decisions (\( n = 4 \)), after one day (\( n = 1 \)) or even within weeks (\( n = 1 \)). This indicates there is a lack of studies with more
real-world scenarios. For example, while assigning a treatment or giving out a loan, the decision maker might learn whether they were wrong over a longer period of time - weeks, months or years. As it remains unclear,

RO5 The effect of such delayed feedback on the way trust evolves needs to be investigated.

6.3 Task Outcomes

Vulnerability is one of the pillars of trust (section 2). While (im)possibility to predict the likelihood of outcomes is introduced to the experiments through the nature of scenarios AI-embedded systems are used for in the studies (e.g., medical decisions, rescue operations), introducing undesired and regretful outcomes might require more thought. To immerse participants in the state of vulnerability, they must feel that their decisions matter, that is having something at stake. Therefore, task outcomes play an important part in triggering a sense of vulnerability in participants. Researchers have to:

G7 Ensure they involve vulnerability through task outcomes (e.g., monetary incentives), to avoid a mismatch with confidence in data collection.

In our corpus, 12 studies included no element of vulnerability. Vulnerabilities associated with decisions should be realistic enough, which can be introduced through real incentives (e.g., monetary bonuses and maluses, avoiding injuries). However, this option might not always be attainable in experimental settings (e.g., budgetary constrains, no life can be put in danger). Instead, virtual incentives (e.g., game points, lives of virtual teammates at risk) can be used as a replacement. When using virtual incentives, one should:

G8 Assess participants’ likeliness to exhibit realistic behaviors, that is how immersive they are and to which extent participants are engaged.

We now discuss how exactly the studies in the corpus account for vulnerability.

6.3.1 Real Incentives. Only few studies introduce real outcomes (n = 20, 30.8% of the 65 quantitative studies). One of the strategies includes temporal incentives (n = 3, 4.6%). For every wrong decision, participants have to wait a couple of seconds which can quickly be annoying. Another one is monetary incentive (n = 12, 18.5%) where participants can receive only performance bonus (n = 8, 12.3%) or bonus and malus (n = 4, 6.2%). This strategy is widespread in economics as it has been proven that participants tend to give more optimal answers and avoid random guessing (with an exception for when the task is too complicated) [29, 85]. If the bonuses are too small, participants might disregard them and feel unmotivated to perform well [73]. If the bonuses are too high, this might put unnecessary pressure on the participants, hindering their motivation [14]. Another strategy is cognitive effort incentives (n = 2, 3.1% e.g. solving a puzzle for a long time and losing in the end [111]).

6.3.2 Virtual Incentives. The majority of studies (n = 48, 73.85%) use virtual incentives, presumably because they are easier to implement. Among them, we differentiate virtual penalties (n = 11, 16.9% e.g. game points [154, 244–246]), negative virtual consequences for participants (n = 29, 44.6%, e.g. car accident [136, 178]) or negative virtual consequences for other stakeholders (n = 9, 13.4%, e.g. injury or fatality [53, 220]).

However, it is unclear whether virtual outcomes (e.g. virtual car accident) might replace real ones and produce a sense of vulnerability. Recent findings in experimental economics suggest that if the virtual environment is immersive enough (through a presence questionnaire: e.g., [231]), participants might suppress the feeling of participating in an experiment and consequently demonstrate more realistic behaviors in decision-making tasks with risk [79]. It remains that participants know that the researchers are not allowed to hurt them. For instance, one study simulates an emergency
evacuation but participants rated it 1.5 out of 7 on credibility [185]. More exploration needs to be done to:

RO6 Investigate to what extent virtual outcomes might replace real ones and produce a sense of vulnerability.

7 PROCEDURE AND DESIGN

While the previous section focuses on task, this section discusses how the task is integrated in the whole experiment.

7.1 Introducing the System Performance

Positive expectations are a necessary component of trust (Section 4.2). If before or at the initial stages of interaction participants do not have positive expectations about the system, then trust will not start forming and developing. It is thus important to:

G9 Control participants’ expectations about the system in the beginning of an experiment. We note, however, it is more appropriate to do so in studies that explore various aspects of trust and its factors rather than studies directed at evaluating a system. In the latter case, the evaluation might be biased due to the deceiving priming effect. In the corpus, we identified three main strategies for establishing initial positive expectations.

The first one is instructions. Two studies [237, 241] directly signal to participants the systems’ accuracy percentage (stated accuracy). Four studies [8, 225, 234, 247] follow a less direct approach and introduce their systems claiming they have appropriate expertise for the task, without going into many details. For instance, the systems are simply described to be “reliable” [247] to do the task. Three other studies [8, 225, 234] mention the system had relevant past experience.

The second is the initial experience when interacting with the system. Several studies make the system error-free for the first recommendation [237] or in the first group of recommendations [244–246] to evoke positive expectations. Indeed, the effect of a mistake occurring during the early stages of an interaction on trust is unlikely to diminish over time [116, 134, 184]. A mistake during the last stages of interaction can also negatively distort the trust reports due to a bias in memory [102].

The third one is the behavior of the system itself, by guarantying a minimum level of accuracy. Indeed, previous studies indicate that 60% - 70% accuracy is considered to be a threshold for investigating users’ trust in AI-embedded decision-support systems [241, 244, 248]. Below this threshold, the study is more likely to study distrust rather than trust. We would expect this threshold, however, to be context-dependent. For example, 80% in the medical field would be too low.

7.2 Experimental Design

Between-subject design is especially appropriate when the investigated factors can introduce learning effects ($n = 43$) (e.g. the way system communicates) or are related to the profile of the participants ($n=5$) (age, nationality, etc.). However, it requires a large number of participants. In contrast, within-subject design requires less participants if it is compatible with the research question. For example, studies can adopt a within-subject design for investigating accuracy of the system if they are interested in how different levels of accuracy affect users’ trust. If it is not the case and running a between-subject study is not possible, one can to increase the elapsed time between the different conditions\(^9\) (e.g. 2-5 days apart) to reduce learning effects [237].

\(^9\)Condition is a level of the independent variable that is manipulated by the researcher in order to assess the effect on a dependent variable (from American Psychological Association Dictionary). For example, system’s accuracy as variable can have three conditions - low, average, high.
7.3 Assessing Pre-, Post-, or Dynamic Trust

It is common practice to use questionnaires during the experiment to capture different aspects of trust (see Section 8.1). Introducing a questionnaire before the interaction with a system \((n = 3, 5.5\% \text{ of the } 55 \text{ studies that included questionnaires})\) captures participants’ initial trust, based on their own beliefs and previous experiences if any. After the interaction \((n = 22, 40\%)\), it captures participants’ final trust in a system, affected by the recent interaction. However, these approaches do not capture changes in the participants’ trust in the system. Trust is dynamic, it can be increased, decreased, repaired, and maintained [119]. To capture some of these changes, an alternative is to introduce the same questionnaire before and after the interaction \((n = 5, 9.1\%)\). In within-subject studies, it is common to introduce the trust questionnaire after each condition \((n = 13, 24.1\%)\) to avoid interference between conditions.

Another approach is to investigate trust at a smaller time-scale - at a scale of a trial. If we consider an experiment as a collection of repetitive events, one of these events is a trial. In the context of the studies in our corpus, a trial usually consists of participants making a decision following or not a recommendation. Questionnaires can be introduced after each trial \((n = 13, 23.6\%)\) or after each block, or group, of trials \((n = 6, 10.9\%)\). While this approach might better capture the dynamics of trust, e.g. if there were any spikes in the levels of trust, and what trial exactly caused such fluctuations, it increases the length of the experiment and/or requires short questionnaires.

In summary, one major practical challenge of Procedure is the length of the experiment, then:

G10 Long interaction phases should be favored for capturing the dynamics of trust.

Moreover, trust requires pre- inter- and/or post-treatments (e.g. questionnaires) which are as long as the interaction phase. Considering several conditions also increases the length of the experiment. However, more than a third of studies \((n = 29, 35\%)\) last 1 hour or less, the interaction time being limited to about 34.5 minutes \((SD = 29.7)\). A main challenge for future work is to:

RO7 Develop new methodologies to investigate dynamic trust in practical settings.

Ideally, they should not be too long and intrusive in the course of an experiment, and should try to capture trust measures as continuously as possible (more about different types of measure see Section 8).

We will now discuss first quantitative and then qualitative methods used for studying trust, which are summarized in Figure 5.

---

**Fig. 5. Distribution of papers according to which types of quantitative and/or qualitative methods used.**

There are 66 quantitative trust studies and 34 qualitative ones. Questionnaires \((n = 56)\) and Trust-related Behavioral Measures \((n = 25)\) belong to quantitative methods. Non-retrospective \((n = 4)\) and Retrospective \((n = 34)\) belong to qualitative methods.
8 QUANTITATIVE MEASURES

We distinguish questionnaires (multi-question and single-item) and behavioral logs to quantitatively assess trust in Human-AI interaction.

8.1 Questionnaires

Questionnaires usually consist of a series of questions, a minimum of three or four [186]. They are a common method to measure Human-Human trust because [69]: (1) they allow to capture a person’s attitude, what they feel and think [119]; (2) participants might feel more at ease reporting their psychological state as they are not facing another person, but just a screen or a sheet of paper; and (3) they are relatively easy and quick to implement, allowing to collect a bigger quantity of data in a shorter period of time (in comparison with interviews and observations).

8.1.1 Questionnaires Origins. Among 32 papers with multi-question questionnaires in our corpus, we identified 21 different questionnaires used to measure participants’ trust in an AI-embedded system (refer to supplementary materials for their full text). Four of the questionnaires originate from Human-Automation literature [33, 96, 144, 149] and are cited by almost half (n = 15) of the papers with questionnaires. 2 questionnaires were taken from Human-Human trust literature [137, 161, 230] (n = 5, 15.6% of the 32 papers that used questionnaires). The remaining questionnaires originate from Human-Robot trust [190, 195] (n = 4, 12.5%), e-Commerce [142], Human-Agent Interaction [33], Automated Vehicles [40], and HCI [130] (n = 1, 3.1% each). Finally, 6 questionnaires were not explicitly attributed a source. All the papers, but one [33], use an already existing questionnaire. [33] introduced their own questionnaire, which accounts for cultural influences on trust. 3 papers [67, 150, 243] combine multiple existing and validated trust questionnaires to create a new one for their studies.

Such a variety of questionnaires in the corpus mirrors a general trend of a quite broad choice of questionnaires among the existing trust questionnaires in social sciences [140]. This could be explained by the efforts of both of the communities to make the questionnaires more context-specific. However, for now, it has led to the abundance of choice, inhibition understanding of how to appropriately choose and use a questionnaire.

8.1.2 Link Between Trust Definitions and Trust Questionnaires. The review of Human-Human trust questionnaires [140] suggests that the Mayer questionnaire [137] equally comprises all the theoretical concepts related to trust without focusing on the related constructs. It also named two other trust questionnaires that reflect well the trust definition: Boundary Role Persons (BRP)10 [39], and Behavioral Trust Inventory [68].

However, theoretical discrepancies often appear both in many Human-Human trust questionnaires [47, 74, 140] and in the questionnaires from our corpus. Indeed, several questionnaires in our corpus mainly focus on positive expectations (n = 8, 38.1% of the 21 questionnaires) or vulnerability (n = 8, 38.1%). In contrast, the questionnaire by Mayer [137] (n = 3) and the one by McKnight [142] equally focus on vulnerability and positive expectations [143]11. Finally, one of the most reoccurring trust questionnaires [96] (n = 11, 34.4% of the 32 papers with questionnaires) in the corpus also includes vulnerability and positive expectations but still faces some theoretical discrepancy. 5 out of 11 of its questions are reverse coded and thus related to distrust. However, the research community preferably regard trust and distrust as two separate constructs (see section 4.3).

10Boundary Role Persons is an umbrella term for employees who represent their company/group outside the organization and collect and rapport information from external sources to their employers.
11See supplementary materials for the questionnaires’ items.
8.1.3 Questionnaires Modifications. More than half of the papers of our corpus using multi-question questionnaires \((n = 19, 59.4\%)\) introduce modifications to the original, validated questionnaires. It includes changing some words in the questions to better fit the case study \((n = 4)\), e.g. replacing the word “system” with “decision aid” \([156]\) or reducing the number of questions \((n = 8)\).

However, most of these papers do not report what are the changes \((n = 8, 42.1\%\) of the papers with modifications). Additionally, none of the modifications have been validated in all the 16 papers. This can undermine the questionnaires reliability and the accuracy of the replications as even small changes such as replacing a word or inverting two questions can invalidate the investigation of complex constructs such as trust \([194]\).

The abundance of possibilities between a plethora of validated trust questionnaires and of opportunities to modify them can make the choice of a trust questionnaire challenging. One should:

G11 Favour well-established questionnaires that equally comprise all the theoretical concepts related to trust without focusing on the related constructs \([68]\).

The examples of such questionnaires are \([11, 39, 68, 137, 142]\). If an existing questionnaire needs modifications to better fit in the context, researchers should also ensure that these changes are consistent with the trust definition as per G11.

8.1.4 Single-item Questionnaires. Some questionnaires can have a single question \((n = 24)\) which asks participants either to rate the trust in the system, e.g. “How much did you trust our machine learning algorithm’s predictions on the first twenty speed dating participants?” \([241]\) or to rank the systems, e.g. “Rank the agents in order of trust” \([21]\). Single-item questionnaires have the advantage to be quick for participants to answer \([186]\), but they are generally less appropriate to study complex constructs like trust \([182]\). Specifically, when it comes to measuring appropriate trust, there is an issue in determining which score on the Likert scale (e.g., 3 or 4) was exactly appropriate trust. The bigger question is whether “rating” trust is insightful and meaningful enough and if participants can objectively assign a score to their trust levels. There is a need to:

RO8 Better understand whether single-item questionnaires capture trust as well as other measures.

8.1.5 Psychometric Statistics for Replication. It is a good practice once the participants’ responses are collected, to use psychometric statistics to verify whether a reused or modified questionnaire still measures trust accurately in a new, independent study. However, we found that only 14 papers out of 34 (41.2\%) reported psychometric statistics in data analysis. This echoes McEvily and Tortoriello’s review on Human-Human trust \([140]\), showing that most studies in the field did not report enough information on psychometric statistics in the questionnaires’ analysis. Moreover, when it is done, the analysis often uses Cronbach’s alpha \([172]\) requiring several conditions to hold true, which are rather strict (e.g. unidimensionality of the construct). Additionally, reported alone, Cronbach’s alpha gives little insight about the questionnaire \([202]\). The \(\omega\) coefficient \([41, 49, 217]\) might be more appropriate as it has more relaxed requirements, and other statistics such as confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) \([101, 147, 174]\) need to be reported, too. See \([173, 194]\) for more information about different types of psychometric statistics and how to implement them. We thus strongly encourage the community to:

G12 Adopt the practice of reporting psychometric statistics to ensure that a reused or modified trust questionnaire yielded data of good quality.
8.2 Trust-related Behavioral Measures

In our corpus, 25 papers (37.9% of the 66 quantitative papers) record logs about participants’ activity and use them to derive what is often referred to as “behavioral measures” of trust. As trust cannot be always inferred from a behavior (section 4.2), it might be misleading to refer to these measures as "behavioral trust measures". To avoid confusion, we preferably:

G13 Use the term trust-related behavioral measures instead of behavioral trust measures [141].

We identify four types of trust-related behavioral measures.

8.2.1 Trust-related Behavioral Measures Based on Following Recommendations. Figure 4 illustrates different processes to make a decision and the associated quantitative measures. Two measures are independent of the process, Decision Time, i.e. how fast a recommendation is accepted (n = 2, 8% of the 25 papers with trust-related behavioral measures, [56, 247]) and Compliance. Compliance is the number of times participants follow the systems’ recommendations (n = 18, 72%), both correct and incorrect ones.

It is then possible to calculate:

• **appropriate compliance**: correct recommendations accepted (n = 2) and incorrect recommendations non-accepted (n = 2);
• **overcompliance**: incorrect recommendations accepted (n = 3);
• **undercompliance**: correct recommendations rejected (n = 1).

When the recommendation is not initially provided (case 2, Figure 4), it is also possible to estimate Reliance - the number of times participants asked for a recommendation (n = 4, 16%) and to derive [210]:

• **appropriate reliance**: requested recommendation when it was beneficial and did no request recommendation when it was too costly;
• **overreliance**: requested recommendation when it was too costly (n = 1);
• **underreliance**: did not request recommendation when it was beneficial (n = 1).

Additionally, when participants are free to ask several (typically up to two) recommendations [21, 75, 239], the first one being automatically given (case 3, Figure 4). We can thus derive the following measures, where how quickly a recommendation is accepted is considered to be indicative of high levels of trust:

• **Agreement**, when the initial recommendation is immediately accepted;
• **Moderate agreement** when asking for a second recommendation and accepting it;
• **Moderate disagreement** when asking for a second recommendation and rejecting it;
• **Disagreement** when the initial recommendation is immediately rejected;
• **Levels of questioning**, how many times an additional recommendation was asked.

Finally, when participants indicate an initial decision (before receiving the recommendation (case 4, Figure 4), we can estimate the Switch ratio, the number of times a participant who initially disagreed with the system decided to follow its recommendation in the end (n = 3, 12%). It is assumed the higher the switch ratio is, the higher the levels of trust are.

Only 4 papers in the corpus break down trust-related behavioral measures into more granular ones. These measures can provide more nuanced insights about the way participants integrate AI-based system’s recommendations in their decision making relative to the system’s performance. For example, low participants’ compliance rate can be interpreted differently depending on whether most of the recommendations were wrong or not. Researchers are then encouraged to:

G14 Use trust-related behavioral measures relative to the system’s performance to be able to assess their appropriate, over-, and under-levels.
8.2.2 Other Trust-related Behavioral Measures. [216] links the amount of money shared with the system as a trust-related behavioral measure, inspired by game theory situations such as Prisoner’s Dilemma [44, 45, 125]. However, such games are criticized for confounding trust with altruism [37] and betrayal aversion [17, 55], and for the lack of stability [25, 99, 208], and hence, should not be preferred for measuring trust-related behaviors. Finally, measures were related to scenario-specific events such as how long the brakes were held for and with what intensity [61] in an automated vehicle.

8.2.3 Physiological Measures. In quest of collecting objective trust data, which is not under participants’ control and, hence, is less subjective than responses to trust questionnaires, researchers start turning to physiological measures [155]. There is some evidence that higher levels of stress are associated with lower levels of trust. For instance, Heart Rate Variability (HRV) ($n = 2$, 3% of the 66 papers with quantitative studies) measures the variability of time interval between heartbeats [200]. As elevated levels of stress can be indicated by low HRV, this could also be an indicator of lower levels of trust. Another example is Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) ($n = 2$, 3%) which measures the intensity of an experienced emotion with the electrical conductance of the skin, which varies with sweat [188]. High levels of stress can be generally indicated by high GSR, and hence, could be potentially linked to lower levels of trust [148]. However, in our corpus, no relationship has been found between these measures (HRV and GSR) and trust [61, 77, 77, 232].

Another was is Electroencephalography (EEG) ($n = 2$, 3%), which records activity of the brain. This approach is more promising as there is some evidence that the predominant brain areas correlated with trust are the frontal and occipital ones [226], but the papers in our corpus either did not deeply explore the EEG data [77] or used it primarily for a preliminary model construction [2]. Finally, hand trajectories [59], easily captured with a computer mouse has recently been shown to reflect the evolution of decision making as well as hesitations [59, 132]. While the relationship between hand trajectory and trust is yet to be determined, this measure can provide additional information in comparison with integral measures discussed above. Research community could benefit from:

RO9 Exploring more fundamental correlates between physiological sensing (e.g. EEG, mouse trajectories) and trust in Human-AI interaction.

9 QUALITATIVE METHODS

Qualitative methods produce less structured data than the quantitative ones. They might thus aid in discovering new aspects of trust and build new theories [119]. We identified 10 qualitative methods to collect data in non-retrospective or retrospective ways among 34 papers with qualitative studies. We also identified 3 methods to analyze the collected data.

9.1 Non-retrospective Methods

Only a small number of studies use qualitative methods while a participant is interacting with the system. Think-aloud protocol ($n = 3$, [24, 48, 60]) can generate authentic and spontaneous reactions of the participants as these ones are not given any prompts to speak up. Moreover, this method avoids memory distortion effects, which sometimes happens with methods used post experiment. The papers use this method to investigate participants’ decision-making with a system and what role trust played in the process. Observations in the field ($n = 1$; [238]) is used to understand doctors’ daily routine and decision-making process. However, this method might not be appropriate as trust does not always translate in a behavior (see section 4.2). It remains useful for preparing potential interview questions about trust post experiment.
9.2 Retrospective Methods

Retrospective methods are used after the experiment. We distinguish interview-based methods, which received a lot of attention, and non interview-based methods.

9.2.1 Interview-based methods. **Semi-structured** interviews are the most common type of interviews \((n = 24, 82.6\%\) of 29 studies with interviews) as they both provide control over the topic while leaving room for unexpected insights [131]. In our corpus, they primary focus on understanding participants’ general experience with the system, decision-making process or general perceptions and attitudes towards a system. Only 3 semi-structured interviews primarily focus on Human-AI trust [136, 207, 238], rather than considering it as one of the multiple factors of users’ experience to evaluate.

**Non-structured** interviews \((n = 1, [77])\) and **in-depth** interviews \((n = 1, [97])\) have been used in our corpus to study participants’ general experience with AI. They both allow for gathering more personal, sensitive or confidential information, which is especially appropriate for discussing a topic of trust. In particular, in-depth interviews tend to be longer, useful to build a relationship with an interviewee and to ask more detailed questions.

We found one instance of **focus groups** (or group interviews) to study participants’ general attitude to AI [233]. Focus groups are less time-consuming and less expensive than the above types of interviews but there is a risk that the responses of one person bias the rest of the participants. Moreover, some participants might get too shy to express their real opinions, especially for such personal topics as trust [163]. With this method, the paper in our corpus explore trust of people with a specific background - members of marginalized communities [233].

The following interview-based methods are especially appropriate to study the **dynamics of trust**, i.e. how trust evolves over time. **Critical incident technique** [57] is a set of procedures used to collect data from narrated past experiences (or observations) to identify and brainstorm about important events related to a pre-defined problem [7]. When applied to trust, it is especially useful to study real life cases in which trust was established, destroyed or repaired [152]. Researchers directly ask participants what aspects of others’ behavior was important for trust weakening or strengthening. This information can in turn be applied, for example, towards improving patients’ experience during a medical visit [229, 236] or enhancing intercultural business negotiations [152]. Although this method is an established method, we did not find it in our corpus.

**Repertory grid**\(^{12}\) is an interview-based method relying on card sorting. During the interview, participants establish links between different elements (words, objects) which is useful to make some concepts emerging. The main advantage of this method is to minimize the researchers’ influence on a study by reducing the interviewer’s input and maximising the interviewee’s output [9]. Researchers are thus less prompted to introduce their preconceived assumptions about whether and how an element of the studied environment affects trust. They can then study participants’ understanding of trust, its development, breakage and repair processes with a reduced interviewer bias, which enhances validity of the data. This method has also been used in Human-Human trust [119], but not in our corpus, probably because it is quite time consuming. It is more suitable for

---

\(^{12}\)An example of repertory grid based on studying trust in organizational settings. The interviewer presents a random pair of words, elements, related to work settings: face-to-face contact, lengthy detailed contracts, frequent emails etc. The participant indicates if these elements are similar/dissimilar with regards to trust, and explains why: "face-to-face contact and lengthy detailed contracts are similar, because they represent ‘engagement’ (keyword)" or "dissimilar, because the former is associated with ‘transparency’ (keyword) and the latter with ‘bureaucracy’ (keyword)". Later on, the participant indicates whether there is a link between each of the combinations of elements and keywords, which later will be translated into a cognitive map with points proximity determined by words similarity [12] (see more in Chapters 13 and 14 of [119]).
studying small groups where individual differences play an important role.

To conclude, several interview-based methods are available to study trust. Some of them, Critical Incident Technique and Repertory Grid, should be more largely considered in Human-AI trust (see later G16) as they have been demonstrated useful, especially to study the dynamics of trust, in other domains (e.g. Human-Human trust).

Our analysis also reveals the lack of information to evaluate or replicate interviews as well as to compare the findings between papers. For instance, only few papers provide question examples ($n = 5$, 17.2% of 29 papers with interviews) or describe the general topics of the interviews ($n = 12$, 41.4%). Among them, only [27, 97] mention they conducted a pilot study to identify the prominent questions and to refine their wording to study Human-AI trust. It is thus difficult to assess to what extent the questions were really understandable for the participants.

G15 Reporting on qualitative studies should experience more of empirical rigor in Human-AI community to support evaluation and replication of interviews in the context of AI-assisted decision making.

9.2.2 Non Interview-based Methods. Non interview-based methods are generally less used. However, they might be useful as they are simple and fast to collect data. For instance, some studies just let participants leave any comment they wish after the experiment ($n = 2$) or opt for a open-ended question ($n = 3$) (i.e., what-how-why questions) to study participants’ general attitude to AI [107], to understand participants’ decision-making [219], and to directly investigate participants’ trust [71].

Another method is UX curve ($n = 1$, [60]), used for understanding the reasons behind long-term system use or abandonment (more about it here [110]). Participants draw a line which represents their experience with a system, saying out loud what events changed it and if they affected it positively and negatively and by how much. This method serves to get accurate and chronological insights about what, in what direction and by how much affected participants’ trust and experience during an interaction with a system.

Finally, open-card sorting ($n = 1$, [48]) identifies what are the most important factors for participants’ trust. Participants rank various pre-selected prompts and few ones introduced by them in order of importance for their trust in a system (for more details about the method [206]). Overall, it is not yet established how efficient these methods, marginally used, are to assess trust in our context. More work is needed to more systematically compare these qualitative measures.

9.3 Analyzing Qualitative Data

21 papers (out of 34) explicitly state the method used to analyze the data. These methods are: Grounded Theory, Thematic Analysis, and Discourse Analysis.

Grounded Theory aims to generate hypotheses based on the themes and categories found in the qualitative data. Consequently, the findings are the presentation of a new theory that includes the core themes [58]. Usually, these themes emerge from the data after it is annotated with open and axial coding. Open coding is aimed at summarizing small portions of text with one or two words - codes, and axis coding organizes these codes into groups. Researchers then study how these groups interact with each other to establish a theory or framework [58]. 6 papers in our corpus analyze their data in this manner [4, 34, 123, 165, 221, 243].

Unlike Grounded Theory, Thematic Analysis focuses on identifying the themes most relevant to the research objectives of a paper, without necessarily exploring the relationship between them.
Therefore, the main findings are presented as a description of the most important themes. 16 papers in our corpus state using Thematic Analysis as new theory development was not their objective. Rather than analyzing what participants say, Discourse Analysis focuses on how they say it [175], i.e., the type of vocabulary, grammar, non-verbal communication used. The advantage of this approach in comparison with the above mentioned ones is that it could supply researchers with insights from the cues which participants are unlikely to voluntarily control. 1 paper in the corpus analyzed the way participants spoke to robots before making a decision, particularly the amount of words used, while studying their trust [234].

In complement to the previous methods identified from the reviewed corpus, we also introduce a method used in Human-Human trust literature. Hermeneutics [14] is suitable to analyze not only interviews transcript but also existing stories published in popular media outlets (e.g. [95, 189]). With the rising media coverage and popularity of workshops and webinars related to AI, researchers should consider Hermeneutics to interpret the current narratives (see G16 below) as an alternative data source on users’ trust.

This method is most widely employed by historians and theologians to interpret human actions and their outcomes [133]. It offers a toolbox for finding patterns and common threads in texts to justify their interpretation and theories drawn from them. Gerard Breeman, researcher in trust and politics, finds hermeneutics useful for investigating the reasons why people trust and why exactly those reasons were given in that specific context [19]. Before analyzing the text, a research determines key factors that can influence trust in a certain scenario based on theory. This framework becomes a guiding thread for a researcher while analysing the text to find passages that either confirm or go against the theory. In the final step, a researcher update the framework they established incorporating new insights from the text [19]. The main limitations of hermeneutics is that this method relies on preselected concepts, which might lead to a biased interpretation and sub-optimal understanding of the case. Plus, it focuses on analyzing a very specific event, which could hinder results’ generalization.

To sum up, very few qualitative studies (n = 4, 11.8% of 34 qualitative papers) consider Human-AI trust as their central focus. The rest of the qualitative studies in our corpus view trust as one of the multiple factors of users’ experience. This finding is similar to the one by [61], which urges to use qualitative methods for deepening our understanding of Human-AI trust as little is known about its nature and how different it is from Human-Human and Human-machine trust. Some qualitative methods for studying trust stemming from other domains could be found useful in the Human-AI Interaction research, to, being that for studying different aspects of trust (i.e. dynamics of trust) or for having a tool to analyze a different type of data (i.e. media reports). We encourage the community to:

G16 Adopt under-used qualitative methods for studying trust in Human-AI interaction such as Critical Incident Technique, Repertory Grid and Hermeneutics.

10 DISCUSSION
Trust has recently emerged as key concept in Human-AI Interaction. While many studies investigated the factors influencing trust, our approach focuses on how to evaluate trust in the context of AI-assisted decision making. This survey offers a lens on existing methodologies and highlights

---

13 Though developing a new theory is not a goal of Thematic Analysis, the emerged themes and their relationships can be further studied with the Grounded Theory Approach for a potential theory or framework development [58].
14 You can find a more detailed description of the method in Chapter 15 of [119]. For more trust studies, using hermeneutic analysis, refer to Breeman [20] and von Sinner [223].
the difficulties of properly studying this multi-faceted and dynamic construct. This survey also provides an opportunity to improve validity and replicability of future experiments by proposing practical guidelines. Finally, it identifies challenges and research opportunities. We now discuss these different contributions.

10.1 Main Findings and guidelines

We summarize the main findings from our analysis of 83 papers investigating trust and AI-assisted decision making.

Our first finding (F1) is that trust definitions are often incomplete or even not provided. Established definitions exist in related fields [52, 138, 192] as well as HCI [116], but few studies explicitly mention any. However, trust is a multi-dimensional construct and Human-AI interaction is a recent field of research, it is, thus, important to clearly define trust to avoid conflicting terminology and misunderstanding in the community. In particular, we found (F2) that the three key elements of trust are not always incorporated in the reviewed studies. The sense of vulnerability is often missing or questionable due to the lack of realistic outcomes in the experiments. The system is not always introduced in a way that participants have positive expectations. Finally, several methods capture participants’ behaviors while trust is an attitude. Consequently, several papers investigated constructs related to trust such as distrust, confidence or reliance, rather than trust. It is important that Human-AI community adopts the theoretical evidence establishing the difference between these related constructs [52, 145, 203].

We derived several guidelines from these two findings. In particular, we recommend to provide a clear definition of trust (G1), to introduce task outcomes (G7), to control participants’ expectations in the beginning of an experiment (G9) through instructions or system’s performance or to clarify that common quantitative measures based on users’ logs are generally trust-related behavior measures, i.e. do not necessary capture the attitude (G13).

We also found that (F3) there is a large variability among the designs and the measures used to assess trust. For instance, there is no “standard” task, nor procedure, nor questionnaire. While it could be explained by a variety of scenarios in the real life, it also appears that the relevance or validity of existing methods are still under debate. For instance, it is not clear to what extent behavioral, especially physiological, measures can be used as a proxy to capture trust [5, 153] or whether single-item questionnaires are as robust as multi-question questionnaires [182].

We derived several guidelines from this finding. We suggest to consider the different interaction flows (G6) illustrated in Figure 4 before choosing the final one to ensure it fits the research question, the envisioned scenarios as well as the target measures. We also recommend using established questionnaires that comprise all the key elements defining trust (G11). Lastly, more information should be reported regarding the modifications and analysis performed (e.g. in questionnaires, G12) and methods used (e.g. interview questions, G15) to foster replicability and increase scientific rigor.

Beyond that, we identified (F4) a profound conflict between the importance of investigating the dynamics of trust and the (temporal) constraints of laboratory experiments. Indeed, trust can be developed, damaged or repaired, but the underlying mechanisms of this in Human-AI interaction are still not well understood. It thus requires interaction phases long enough to make these different phenomena happening, but also fine-grained measures to precisely capture them.

Regarding this finding, we recommend to favor interactions over a long period of time (G11) and to include, for instance, questionnaires at different stages of the experiment. However, laboratory experiments are often limited to one or two hours, and methods such as questionnaires are not always appropriate to reflect on users’ attitude at this level of granularity. This raises several research opportunities to go beyond this trade-off.
10.2 Challenges and Research Opportunities

We identified two main classes of research opportunities. The first one is further investigation regarding methodologies to study AI-assisted decision making. We already acknowledged one major challenge of studying trust experimentally: the conflict between the importance of the dynamics of trust and the constraints of laboratory experiments. Future work could investigate novel practical methods which do not break the interaction flow and do not make the experiment longer (R07, R08, R09). In particular, several novel measures have been recently introduced, e.g. EEG, mouse trajectory. Future research could investigate to what extent these components have an impact on Human-AI trust and whether there is a relationship between them and trust (R09). More generally, it is important to foster connections between the Human-AI and Human-Human trust communities and to investigate how to transpose methods from other fields to the Human-AI interaction one. We propose several quantitative and qualitative methods used for studying Human-Human trust to apply for Human-AI trust, but it is not an exhaustive list. This paper hopes to promote further exploration of other fields studying trust to enrich the pool of trust methods in Human-AI Interaction community. We would also like to note that within the Human-AI Interaction community, we covered the part represented by ACM Digital Library, and hence, further exploration of methods used in this community in AAAI Digital library, IEEE Xplore and HCI journals will be beneficial.

The second class of research opportunities is the investigation of factors on Human-AI trust. A main challenge is to incorporate the key elements of trust (vulnerability, positive expectations, and attitude) in the experimental protocol in Human-AI interaction setting. For instance, further work should investigate the impact of task outcomes (R06) and scenarios (R04, R05) on trust. Another challenge is to better understand the role of individual differences (e.g. prior experience, self-confidence (R01)), groups (R02) or stakeholders (R03) on trust in the context of AI-assisted decision making.

Lastly, our guidelines and research opportunities are based predominantly on studies conducted in the laboratory settings with systems’ mock-ups or prototypes, and further evaluation is needed on how efficiently they can be used with implemented systems in real-life settings.

10.3 AI in AI-based decision-making systems

In this paper, we have deliberately considered AI-based decision-making systems in a relatively wide sense. We did not make strong constraints on the AI technology involved (for instance, if it relies on machine learning or knowledge-based models). As a matter of fact, AI has become an umbrella term that encompasses different types of technology achieving a wide range of highly complex tasks (speech recognition, character generation, content-based recommendation, etc.). This has two implications in our work.

First, this approach allowed us to extract generic guidelines that could be used by designers, developers and HCI practitioners independently of the type of AI involved in the system, as long as the goal of the algorithm is to provide recommendations to users in a decision-making process. That said, we are aware that the study of trust is, to some extent, context-dependent, and certain results may change according to the type of system considered. For instance, we mentioned several studies that indicated that 60% - 70% accuracy could be considered to be a threshold for investigating users’ trust in AI-embedded decision-support systems [241, 244, 248]. But this threshold may vary according to the application domain and the task at hand. Nonetheless, we believe that the proposed guidelines capture the fundamental elements that ensure trust to be assessed in this context.

Second, the fact that AI is considered as a generic technology able to achieve complex and high-level cognitive tasks, leads researchers in Human-AI interaction to borrow concepts and
methods from other fields (especially cognitive science, psychology and behavioural economics) in order to study the phenomena at play. In this work, we have extensively used the literature on Human-Human trust as proxy to help us draw the lines of an experimental methodology to assess trust in Human-AI interaction, i.e. we provided tools to assess if trust has formed and developed in AI-assisted decision-making. While interaction with AI-based systems has undoubtedly its own peculiarities compared to interaction with humans, we believe that, by relying on fundamental components of trust (identified from behavioural psychology studies), we broach a more universal approach to trust assessment in Human-AI interaction.

11 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this work can benefit different types of audience. Primarily, this work can benefit to designers who look for operational guidelines to study the impact of AI-embedded systems on trust. Second, this work can also benefit to researchers through the identification of under-explored factors (e.g. participants’ profile) and research opportunities regarding the methods. Third, educators can include our findings in their lectures on Human-AI interaction, too. Finally, public policy actors may see work as a framework to assess trustworthy interaction. Maybe more importantly, we expect to foster connections between the Human-AI and Human-Human trust communities. Trust is a multi-disciplinary construct requiring endeavours across fields.
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